Health Group Statement of Support for Instituting a Minimum Age of Jurisdiction for Juvenile Justice Involvement


On behalf of child and adolescent health professional organizations, we collectively endorse action to institute a minimum age of at least 12 years for juvenile justice system jurisdiction. Children and young adolescents who come in contact with the juvenile justice system need access to developmentally appropriate, trauma-informed, supportive health and social services, not inappropriate punishment.

As of February 2021, only 22 states nationwide had a minimum age established in law below which children cannot be processed in the juvenile justice system, ranging in age from 6 to 12. Only 3 states have set their minimum age at 12 years of age. The remaining states have no legal minimum age of juvenile justice jurisdiction, meaning even the youngest children can be processed and adjudicated in juvenile courts, held in detention centers, and committed to correctional facilities.

Over the last two decades, advances in neuroscience and neuroimaging have opened a critical window for the understanding of child and adolescent brain development. Studies have shown that the brain undergoes numerous structural and functional changes throughout childhood and the process of brain maturation is not complete until at least age 26. Furthermore, research shows that the brain develops in stages, culminating in the maturation of the prefrontal cortex. The prefrontal cortex, sometimes referred to as the “control center of the brain,” is the area of the brain responsible for a variety of executive functions, including decision making,
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impulse control and emotional regulation. The developmental immaturity of the prefrontal cortex may contribute to the behaviors that lead to contact with the juvenile justice system.

Despite significant progress over the course of the last century in the development of a separate legal system for the adjudication of young people, the juvenile justice system, as it functions today, does not align with a contemporary understanding of brain science. The current juvenile justice system, a patchwork of state and local jurisdictions, often treats developmentally appropriate child behavior as criminal activity, delivering a response that is punitive in nature rather than supporting in positive ways children's long-term developmental trajectories. Juvenile justice systems address wide ranges of child behaviors from status offenses like truancy— that are only considered violations of the law because of a young person's age—to more serious violent acts. Most behaviors that are defiant or quarrelsome are in fact developmentally normal and warrant no intervention at all. Still others are more disruptive behaviors that are a product of untreated trauma, unmet physical or mental health needs, or lack of access to needed resources. When viewed through the lens of brain development, it is clear that society's response to such behavior should be to provide children and young adolescents with developmentally appropriate health and social services and not to punish them by involving them with the juvenile justice system.

Children and young adolescents displaying more impulsive, disruptive, maladaptive, or potentially dangerous behaviors are best served by culturally and developmentally appropriate behavioral health services and interventions. Attempting to manage these behaviors in the context of the juvenile justice system fails to address the root causes of these behaviors, setting young people up for failure now and in the future. We now also recognize that younger children and adolescents generally do not have the cognitive ability to understand what it means to break the law nor are they competent to stand trial as a product of their developmental age.

There are serious consequences to managing children's and adolescents' behavior in the juvenile justice system. Early contact with the juvenile justice system increases the likelihood of future system involvement, in part by labeling and then fostering the development of a criminal identity in the young person as well as by removing them from normal prosocial and educational activities. Detention at a young age is associated with poor adult health outcomes across physical and mental health domains. Juvenile justice involvement may also interrupt healthy development, serve as a traumatic experience for youth already at heightened risk for
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exposure to trauma, and subject young children to victimization and abuse.\textsuperscript{14} Further, the juvenile justice system compounds racial inequities, with data demonstrating that justice system processing is disproportionately used for children of color, particularly in the school-to-prison pipeline.\textsuperscript{15, 16, 17, 18, 19} Systemic racism directly contributes to justice involvement, especially for young Black boys. This disparity can be partially alleviated with hardline minimum age boundaries that protect all younger children, including Black boys, from counterproductive and unnecessary justice involvement. Failure to act to address these issues will only put more young people at risk of harm.\textsuperscript{20}

It is essential that—guided by scientific evidence, ethics, and common sense—policymakers support policies and enact legislation that establishes a minimum age of at least 12 years for juvenile justice system involvement to protect the health and well-being of children and young adolescents. We also advocate for policies to ensure that all children and adolescents, including those who may have come in contact with the juvenile justice system absent minimum age legislation, have access to the full range of social supports and services they need for healthy development. The recommendation for a minimum age of juvenile justice involvement is intended to apply to federal, state, and local jurisdictions.

The justice system fails the youngest members of our society, and action to remedy this systemic failing by instituting a minimum age of jurisdiction is an important step toward a more developmentally appropriate justice system for young people and a healthier society for all.